
Chapter 33:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

CLASS GENETIC WARRIOR, BIG BROTHER

"It's nothing, that guy from the Black Mouse Gang wanted to trouble me, but I was
defeated."

"Black Rat Gang?" A gleam of light flashed in Li Qinghe's eyes, and then she widened her

eyes, revealing a look of surprise and fear:

"That's a big gang! You will be fine in the future, will you?"

Lu Yuan shook his head: "It's okay, they won't trouble me anymore."

When Lu Yuan came back, he had learned about the strength of the Black Rat Gang with
Pate.

Like this kind of slum gang, the strongest boss is just a first-order genetic warrior.

Like Pate, he is a trainee-level genetic warrior, and he is already a senior in the Black Rat
Gang.

If you think about it, if you are a powerful genetic warrior, how can you live in a slum?

Status, reputation, money, as long as they want, they have everything they need.

First-order genetic warrior, Lu Yuan was not too scared.

And the first-order genetic warrior will not deal with him because of this trivial matter.

Li Qinghe breathed a sigh of relief when he heard Lu Yuan's words, and was no longer

nervous.

She was curious to see Lu Yuan:

"Brother Yuan, why are they bothering you?"

Lu Yuan was silent.

Regarding the dark shadow, he was wondering whether to tell Li Qinghe.
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Then he thought, after all, now that dark shadow seems to appear more and more

frequently in the slums.

Tell Li Qinghe, let her pay attention to it.

He opened his mouth and said:

"That's it. Recently, a kind of weird black shadow appeared in the slums, that kind of

black shadow will attach to people, and then people will die suddenly. In the morning, I
heard that someone in the Black Rat Gang encountered that kind of black shadow. I just
asked a few words casually, but I didn't expect them to come to the door at night."

Li Qinghe's pupils shrank slightly, and then he showed a look of fear.

She hugged her shoulders with her hands:

"I didn't expect there to be such a strange thing? Wouldn't it be haunted?"

"Where is the ghost?"

Lu Yuan couldn't help but smile when he saw Li Qinghe's fear.

"What weird thing should be, maybe it's alienation, right?"

Lu Yuan frowned and said, "Generally speaking, this kind of thing should be handled by

the night watchman. Unfortunately, I heard that the consul here reported that there was

no night watchman to take over."

Lu Yuan shook his head: "There is a reason why this slum is so chaotic."

Li Qinghe smiled and said:

"Maybe the night watchman has already arrived? Maybe they didn't find it."

"Um?"

Lu Yuan glanced at Li Qinghe with some confusion:

"How do you know Sister Qinghe?"

"Hee hee, I'm just guessing, after all, if it is really something like alienation, the night
watchman will definitely not let it go, right?"



Li Qinghe said with a smile.

Lu Yuan thought about it, and felt that it made sense.

Then he nodded: "I hope this is the case."

If the night watchman can handle it, he doesn't need to be frightened.

"Okay, since it's okay, then I will continue to sleep. It's rare for me to get a beauty sleep

at night."

Li Qinghe covered his mouth and yawned, feeling sleepy.

"Then Qinghe sister, please continue to rest."

Lu Yuan smiled.

"Well, good night, you can rest too."

Li Qinghe waved to Lu Yuan and closed the door.

Lu Yuan returned to the room and checked the time. It was already around five o'clock.

It didn't take long before dawn, and Lu Yuan didn't bother to continue practicing.

Besides, there is news from Guangxin.

is Zhuo Ming's.

Lu Yuan clicked and took a look.

"Student Lu Yuan, you are so strong! Only one week after awakening, you have such

strength."

"Student Lu Yuan, I will pull you into the group. This is a small group of genetic warriors

in our class. They are full of awakened genetic warriors in the class."

"If they knew your strength, they would definitely be shocked! Hahaha!"

"Student Lu Yuan? Are you there, Lu Yuan?"

"Lord Lu Yuan?"

The news was sent from Lu Yuan as soon as he applied for a friend.



After sending a few messages, Lu Yuan didn't reply, and Zhuo Ming sent another sentence

after ten minutes.

Lu Yuan was helpless. He had been dealing with Pete's affairs before and didn't have time

to look at his mobile phone.

He also sent a message in the past:

"Something happened before, I didn't look at the phone."

Just a few seconds after the news of Lu Yuan was sent, Zhuo Ming responded:

"So, Lu Yuan, you are busy, so I just said why I didn't reply to the news."

"Join the group, I am bragging with people in the group. I said you are very strong, they
don't believe it!"

Zhuo Ming sent a link to the group invitation again.

【Future Ares Group】

Lu Yuan: "?"

What kind of ghost group name is this?

Still God of War?

Is this suitable?

There is no God of War in the entire human race, okay?

He couldn't help but twitched the corner of his mouth.

However, I still clicked to agree.

After all, this group name was prepared for him.

Isn't he Lu Yuan the future ** of war?

As soon as he entered the group, Zhuo Ming shouted in the group.

"Welcome to join the new God of War, Lu Yuan! Please red envelopes!"

After Zhuo Ming finished shouting, a few more messages sprang out.



"Welcome to join the new God of War, Lu Yuan! Please red envelopes!"

"Welcome to join the new God of War, Lu Yuan! Please red envelopes!"

"Welcome to join the new God of War, Lu Yuan! Please red envelopes!"

Lu Yuan: "..."

Adding one by one made him almost unable to hold back.

But after all, he is the ** of war, so he must be reserved.

As for asking for red envelopes, he simply ignored it.

He lives in a slum area. These people ask him for red envelopes. Is he shameless?

Lu Yuan looked at the name.

Zhuo Ming, Wang Xiangxiang, Gu Yu, Winnie.

Lu Yuan has impressions of several names.

Zhuo Ming and Gu Yu are men, and Wang Xiangxiang and Wen Ni are women.

Among them, Zhuo Ming and Winnie awakened last year, in the second year of high

school.

Wang Xiangxiang and Gu Yu awakened when they were in their first year of high school.

He also recalled from the memory of his predecessor that Wang Xiangxiang and Winnie
were both beautiful women.

Wang Xiangxiang’s long legs are particularly impressive in memory.

Zhuo Ming sent a message again.

"Cao Yan and Molly seem to have not come out in the place of origin, and there is no way

to welcome the new God of War."

Lu Yuan heard two more familiar names.

Cao Yan and Molly also awakened in their first year of high school.



They awakened four in their first year of high school, two in their second year of high

school, and one of Lu Yuan in their third year of high school.

Compared to the students in the entire class, the probability of awakening is quite high.

However, Cao Yan and Wang Xiangxiang are both children from genetic warrior families.
Their parents are genetic warriors, and the probability of their children becoming genetic

warriors is much higher.

So neither of them counts too much.

There are only four ordinary people awakened in their families.

Wang Xiangxiang: "@陆缘, Xiao Naruko said you are strong? Are you really strong?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback, before he thought Zhuo Ming was joking.

Didn't expect that he actually said it?

Gu Yu: "Zuo Ming must be bragging again. Classmate Lu Yuan has just awakened. How
strong can he be? Now it should be at most 5% temperament, right?"

Winnie: "Little Naruko came out to be beaten!"

Zhuo Ming: "No, what I said is true! Lu Yuan is really a big man! I ran into three hunters

in the Sandstone Underground Palace, but classmate Lu Yuan helped, otherwise I will die
again this time. NS."

Wang Xiangxiang: "Hehe."

Gu Yu: "Hehe."

Winnie: "Hehe."

Zhuo Ming: "@陆缘, you have something to say!"

Lu Yuan smiled and replied: "Zuo Ming was right. I did meet three cat hunters last time. I
saw Zhuo Ming at that time."

The group was silent.

Zhuo Ming: "Hahaha! Did you hear that?! Classmate Lu Yuan said so!"



Wang Xiangxiang: "Really? Did you really meet a hunter? You only awakened for a week.
Can UU reading www.uukanshu.com survive a hunter?"

Winnie: "If this is true, then Lu Yuan must have burned the extraordinary gene, and it is

still very strong!"

Lu Yuan glanced at Winnie’s news, but he didn’t expect that this person was still very

keen.

But I can’t hide it at all.

Zhuo Ming is not a fool. At a glance, he can tell that he has definitely burned a high-level
transcendent gene.

Fortunately, although his current strength is a bit ahead.

But it can only be regarded as a genius, not too outrageous.

Geniuses are beyond common sense, and even though they are small in number, they will
always appear.

He just barely became a genius.

What happened to being a genius in the future war gods group?

It's strange that it's not a genius.

he smiled and replied:

"Student Winnie is right, I did burn the extraordinary gene. And it is the extraordinary

gene of elite quality."

The group exploded all at once.

Zhuo Ming: "Hahahaha! I'll just say! The previous combat skills of the boss of Lu Yuan are

definitely of elite quality, too strong! That defense is very outrageous!"

Gu Yu: "Fuck! Boss! Envy! What I burned is extraordinary genes of ordinary quality!"

Winnie: "I'm also an extraordinary gene of ordinary quality! The boss of Lu Yuan started

with an extraordinary gene of elite quality. After that, he has taken off! The foundation is

so good!"



Wang Xiangxiang: "Does Lu Yuan lead the flight? Show you a black silk photo!"

Lu Yuan: "..."

Black silk photo?

Is he Lu Yuan like that?

he sent an angry message:

"How many photos to post?"
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